A method of local AVA (amplitude versus angle) analysis during the process of prestack depth migration in angle domain is proposed based on the local image matrix obtained through beamlet decomposition (wavelet transform along spatial axis) of both the incident and scattered wave field at the image locality. The local image matrices can be reduced to common refection-angle image (CRAI) gathers and common dip-angle image (CDAI) gathers. CDAI gathers can be used to determine the dip-angle of the reflector and CRAI gathers are then used for local AVA analysis. Preliminary numerical tests demonstrate the feasibility of the method.
Introduction
Common-angle image (CAI) gathers in prestack depth migration have been used for velocity analysis and local AVA (amplitude versus angle) calculations. Much work has been done using migration methods based on high-frequency asymptotic theory (ray theory) (e.g. de Bruin et al.，1990; Xu et al., 2001; Brandsberg-Dahl et al., 2003) . Some effort has been tried to extract CAI gathers using wave-equation based migration methods from offset related angle gathers or shot related angle gathers (Mosher et al., 1997; Rickett and Sava, 2002; Xie and Wu, 2002) . In this work we will extract CAI gathers based on the local image matrix (LIM) defined by Wu and Chen (2002) for migration in beamlet domain (the domain after beamlet transform -wavelet transform of wavefield along the spatial axes). Different CAI gathers can be obtained from LIM by summing up terms along certain axes within the matrix.
One direct application of the common-reflection-angle-image (CRAI) gathers is the calculation of local AVA. We will show the good agreement of the local reflection coefficients as a function of reflection-angle calculated by our method with the theoretical predictions for planar reflectors.
Recently, a wave theory-based beamlet wave propagation and migration method has been developed (Wu et al., 2000; . Instead of global FT (Fourier transform), beamlet migration used efficient decomposition schemes with Gabor-Daubechies frame (G-D frame) or local Cosine basis for the wave field and derived the corresponding propagators in beamlet domain. Such kind of decomposition provides localizations in both space and direction (local wavenumber) of the wave field, and the information in dual domains is available in each depth of the migration process, making the extraction of angle-domain gathers an easy job.
Beamlet decomposition and local plane waves
For 2D cases, G-D beamlet decomposition of wave field at depth z can be expressed as (Wu et al., 2000; Wu and Chen, 2001 ): 
in which ( )
is the propagator. At each step, the wave field in space domain can be reconstructed from the propagated beamlet coefficients (see equation 1). We can also have a partial reconstruction (mixed domain wave field: local phase space): 
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Local image matrix and local scattering matrix
By applying the image condition to the decomposed wave fields or partially reconstructed wave fields in beamlet or mixed domain, we derive the local image matrix for a specific frequency ω
are the local incident plane wave and local scattered plane wave (with window width a), respectively (see equation 4 for local plane waves). The summation over R s is for all receivers for a given shot, and the summation over S is for all the shots.
We can express the local image matrix as a function of incident and scattering angles by the coordinate transform 
The summation over frequency implies that the local inci dent and scattered plane waves meet at the image point
is the final local angle-d omain image matrix.
We can normalize the scattered field in (8) with the incident field, Now let us understand the relation between the local image matrix and the local scattering matrix (see Figure 1) . Assume we can conduct scattering experiments surrounding the local heterogeneity at (x, z) with a series of local incident plane waves at different angles, we can then define the local scattering matrix S( in θ , sc θ ; x, z) as the scattering coefficients for incident-scattering angle pairs. The local scattering matrix (LSM) is the intrinsic property of the scattering medium and is independent of the acquisition system and free from propagation effects. For deterministic problems, the LSM contains information of the local structure and the elastic properties revealed by the scattering experiments. For acoustic media, it is mainly controlled by the local structure and the impedance contrast. For a point-scatterer, the LSM is a uniform, full matrix, indicating its isotropic scattering property; while for a local planar reflector with dip-angle θ d , the LSM degenerates into a line segment perpendicular to the matrix diagonal as illustrated in Figure 3 . On the left of figure is the sketch of scattering experiments; on the right, the structure of the LSM for planar reflectors. Without aperture limitation (360° experiments) the line segment of the LSM has the same length but situated at different locations along the diagonal for different dip-angles (light lines in Fig.3 ). However, in surface reflection measurements, data are only available on the surface. Even if the source (shot) and receiver (geophone) both have unlimited apertures on the surface, the line segment of the LSM will have different length for different dip-angles as shown in Fig.3 (bold lines). Horizontal reflector has the longest length and vertical reflector has zero length. For other types of structures, such as curved interface, sharp edge, etc., the corresponding LSM will have different shapes and values.
(a) (b) Local image matrix (LIM) is the distorted LSM due to the aperture limitation of surface experiments (data acquisition) and the propagation effects of overburdens (see Fig.1 ). Fig.2 shows the aperture effects of a one-side receiver array acquisition system to the LIM's of point-scatterer and planar reflector. The propagation effects of the overburdens can change the effective local acquisition aperture dramatically so that the LIM is further deviated from the LSM of the target. The purpose of high fidelity imaging is to recover or partly recover the true local scattering matrix from the local image matrix by removing the propagation and aperture effects.
Local AVA analysis based on local image matrices
For local planar reflectors, the angle-domain image matrix can be reduced to common reflection-angle image gathers. By coordinate transform, 
where N θ is the number of angles in the summation. The common reflection-angle image gathers will be close to the AVA response of the reflector, i.e. reflection coefficients vs. incident angles. Figure 4 gives some examples of the local AVA calculated from the normalized local image matrix of a horizontal interface at z=600m with different velocity contrasts (10%, 25%, 50% and 150%). The acquisition system is composed of 256 shots with 513 two-side detectors. We see that up to the critical reflection, the calculated AVA's agree well with theoretical predictions. In Figure 5 we further test the influence of one-side receiver system and small aperture to local AVA estimates. We see that due to the symmetry of the reflection curve, the one-side system can obtain the same information as the two-side system except close to zero angle. However this may not be true for oblique reflectors.
The dip-angle of the reflector can be determined from the distance of the line segment to the diagonal of LSM. It is also convenient to use the common dip-angle image gathers to determine the dip angle of the reflector: Fig.6 gives the LIM at the mid-point on an oblique interface with dip-angle 14°. The acquisition system is composed of 80 shots with a two-side receiver array (513 receivers). The CDAI gathers from Figure 6 is plot in Figure 7 , from which the dip-angle is easy to be derived.
Conclusion
Based on the information contained in local image matrices derived during prestack depth migration in angle-domain using beamlet decomposition, local AVA analysis can be conducted by reducing the image matrix into common reflection-angle image (CRAI) gathers and common dip-angle image (CDAI) gathers. CDAI gathers can be used to determine the dip-angle of the reflector and CRAI gathers are then used for local AVA analysis. This report gives the preliminary test results. Further study is needed for its applications in complex media. 
